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Abstract

The two-dimensional topological field theory which

describes a four-dimensional self-dual space-

time (gravitational instanton) as a target space, which we

constructed before, is shown to be deeply connected with

Penrose's "twistor theory". The relations are presented in

detail. Thus our theory offers a "twistor theoretic" approach

to topological field theories.
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In a previous paper, we constructed a two dimensional

topological field theory which describes four-dimensional

self-dual space-time (gravitational instanton) as a target

space. We obtained the model by twisting a two-dimensional N=4

self-interacting harmonic superfield model which followed from

four-dimensional N=2 model, through a dimensional reduction.

Due to the presence of the harmonic superspace, the self-dual

structure of the four-dimensional space-time is incorporated

automatically in the theory.

In the revised version of the previuos paper/ we showed

briefly that our theory is deeply connected with Penrose's
|O)-I4)

twistor theory. The purpose of this paper is to elaborate on

this relationship and show how deeply our harmonic superspace

approach to topological field theory is connected with the

twistor theory.

Before we proceed, we review briefly the model which we

constructed in the previous paper. The action is given by;

S = jd'<fAjd'<fA dBU J » ' « ' C du

Here, superfield Q^w is a twisted one on the analytic

superspace [ tf.*+ Q~(f Q* 8* llf } an<* c a n *>e expanded in

terms of the Grassmann coordinates as follows;

+2<?;+

^<9+&^G^ v

Each component is a function of the harmonic coordinates

n,+ „.- . For instance.
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The twisted harmonic derivative U is given by,

The action has fermionic symmetries generated by four charges

: Q + ' Q ' ^2 + ' C2~ ' which have sP i n zero-

. . . (5 - )

a relation

0^-0^=10 (3# \ = 0' We regard CM a =f3t."t'^'R as the charge

which generate the BRST transformation of our theory {BRST

charge). This charge satisfies the nilpotency condition: (2ig = 0

. Acting the scalar charges on the twisted superfield

,we find the following transformation rules.

Si? = £

= ir



SX"= -2i£~d+

V. = it' d~

"= it' 3++
(6)

Now the BRST transformation rules are obtained by setting

£+~ £~= £ + = £"=£ ,in the above formulae. The BRST

transformation rules satisfy the nilpotency condition(2_ =0t

as they should.

Component fields can be truncated consistently by

imposing the following conditions:

= o

3++AZ- -d~

After the truncation, the BRST transformation rules become,



where:

The model defined by the above action is topological

invariant, which is proved as follows. The action is

manifestly BRST invariant and it is manifestly a BRST

commutator. Actually, it is written as:

5 =-\> j j
-(1)

The energy momentum tensor is the variation of the action

with repect to the metric of two dimensions fa ;^'

Since the action is a BRST commutator, it follows that the

energy momentum tensor is also a BRST commutator. On the other

hand, a criterion of being a topological field theory is that

the energy momentum tensor be a BRST commutator.''Hence the

model defined by the above action is indeed a topological

field theory.

Our theory is obtained from self-interacting N=2,d=4

harmonic super field models (refs. 2 - 4 )» bY t w o steps. First,

one reduces the dimension from d=4 to d=2, and then twist it.

We can show that the topological field theory which we

have constructed describes the "topological phase" of four

dimensional self-dual gravity, using the same method as that
2)-4l

used in the case of the extended supersymmetry theory. For

example, consider the case where the potential V is given

by



Putting the theory on the mass shell, and eliminating

auxiliary fields, by use of equations of motion, the effective

target space in the 7? - spacejf^ /V j(i=1,2) emerges whose

metric is:

where: = M+kfFJ fj.
W 2(1+Aff) * i

2(\+wn * ...ta
where fl , f^ are related to the scalar component of the

twisted superfield f+ by: f'-u)

In terms of "spherical coordinates" { O , & , (J> , -ds ) :

the metric is rewritten as:"^ ^ ~T *""f

This is the Taub-NUT metric', which is a four dimensional self-

dual metric. Changing the potential term to other ones, we can

construct a topological field theory of more general self-dual

metric in four dimensions. The correspondence between the form

of the potential and the target space species, is the same as
•2)~A)

in the case of extended supersymmetry. ' '
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We have seen that if we put our model on the mass-shell,

and eliminate an infinite number of auxiliary fields, it

reduces to a topological sigma model with a self-dual metric.

Then what is the virtue to start from self-interacting N=4

harmonic superfield model and twist it?

The most remarkable virtue of the harmonic superspace

approach to topological field theories, is its direct and deep
10)-14-)

connection to Penrose's "twistor theory". In the revised

version of ref. | ) , we have presented the connection briefly.

In this paper, we give a more detail about it. ( A relation

between harmonic superspace and the twistor, in the context of

N=2 string theory, was suggested in refS

One of the virtues of the twistor theory is that the

topological structure of the manifold is represented quite

explicitly. In fact, information of topology of the manifold
ioH<7

is encoded in "transition function" in twistor theory, which,

in more tradditional formulation, emerges only after the

integration of local quantities over the whole manifold.

Another virtue is that, in twistor theory, one can construct a

set of classical solutions of gauge or gravity theory

systematically and classify them. Even, new solutions have

been found which had not been reached in a tradditional
, 10 )-M-)

approach.

On the other hand, in topological field theories, a

classification of classical solutions of the theory and their

moduli space are very important rather than the metric of a

manifold. '

In view of these facts, twistor theoretic approach is

particularly well suited to topological field theories. Now we

will see below that if we twist N=4 harmonic superfield model,

the "twistor geometry" is incorporated automatically into the

theory. Therefore, N=4 harmonic superspace approach is

expected to be a good approach which inherits virtues of the

twistor theory.

Now we explain the relation between our theory



and the twistor theory. {A relation between harmonic

superspace and the twistor, in the context of N=2 string

theory, was suggested in ref. t y . In the twistor theory, the

space-time manifold, in which physical phenomena take place,

is replaced by the "twistor space" which is parametrized by

two sets of two-component spinors.1^ -( CO , iVfy1 ) (A = 0 / I

/\'-0, I)- A topological field theory obtained by twisting N=4

harmonic superfield with self-interaction is connected to a

curved twistor space . A curved twistor space is a fiber

bundle whose base and the fiber are I^TA' I a n^ ^ ^ ' ̂ A' )

, respectively, and is defined by "transition functions"

•f which relates twistor coordinates of two patches0](a) >^A

and <H (U)A, 77V ) • through.

A finite deformation arises from an infinitesimal deformation.

as the integral curves of the vector field : £_i

i. e. by solving the differential equation,

^ AI= e
The twistor curve is a solution of the above differential

equations, with 6JA= 1^A(o)andCUA=-UA(pfor some £ V 0

On the other hand, $ — 0 components of the equations

of motion of our harmonic superfield topological field theory

are: r r >
which take the same form as those of susy theories2^

The potential is taken to be: \/W L- (?+ ? *̂. ^

There is a remarkable correspondence between harmonic
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superspace coordinates and the twistor coordinates, as

foilows; ul = %', u\ ̂  , F W , H -a
U+'= %.' U*2=-TTo' -(20)

Rewriting the equations of motion, using these

correspondences, we find:

o

Rewritten in the following form, •••(2l)

f = F ^ 7 -(22)
it turns out that these equations are nothing but differential

equations satisfied by twistor curves corresponding to Taub-

NUT metric. Hence our harmonic superfield approach to

topological field theories is directly connected to the

twistor theory.

The correspondence, actually, goes further, and turns

out to be quite deep. There is a precise correspondence

between the processes of solving the equations of motion of

the topological field theory and solving the twistor

differential equations. Following refs. 3 ) » the equations

of motion can be linearized by the change of variables from jC*

to f ' by* * x *-- -**

Then the equations of motion reduce to the linear differential

equations: '

Therefore, the harmonic expansions of f and f involve only

terms linear in Tj, ̂  .



On the other hand, the differential equations satisfied by the

twistor curves are rewritten in terms of Q fa, TTA' ) , which is

a function homogeneous of degree zero, as follows(following

14 ).

3 %l7Ti' -(27)

These differential equations {twistor equations) can be

linearized by the following change of variables:

iO-|
Then the twistor equations become:

We find the corespondences between the new twistor variables

and the new harmonic superspace variables, as follows:

With this correspondence, the linearizations of the

differential equations for the both theories turn out to be

the same procedures. The twistor variables QJ , oJ are

global and homogeneous of degree one, hence they are linear in

- 10 -



This corresponds to -f = f U^

and from these correspondences,

relations between 'X a n^ f

we

f ~ f ̂ &
find the following

Therefore, the twistor variables
HJ-I4-")

rewritten as:

.0 , ,t
can be

-(33)
which is nothing but eq. (26 ) , with the correspondence between

twistor and harmonic variables. With these CO 5 , we can

calculate the twistor function Q which is homogeneous of

degree zero.

"g" breaks up into two pieces, y^ and

holomorphic in the two patches

respectively: ^ ^ [uA' \ U,^ 0 } , U=

, which are

s)l and U.

.-.(3S)

This can be translatsd back to harmonic superfield

topological field theory, in terras of the correspondences

- ; 1 -



between th twistor and harmonic variables.

which breaks up into two pieces: Q — ^._ £ with

(flh-f2h)-ffzyl

YV and £i are holomorphic in the patches (J, ~ \V--C I v-l &0 \
and ,£ = | y\\ U\±O } respectively.

Since g is a twistor function, which implies that it

satisfies:

j
and CJ= k~ h , i t follows that : ^A fyA'n~ ^A VAfi' W

-(31)
This represents a pair of functions global in TT^' ,

homogeneous of degree one so they are linear in 7TV' (following

refs. \7 ~ I 4 ) .

In the case of Q - _ 2. —

A,o>

and the one-form /-ifluZ is :

-(42)
Translated into the language of harmonic superfield

topological field theory, the vector fields /A^'are defined

b y : + 1 ^ +



and are calculated to become:

f i h

by virtue od eq. (37).

Following refs. / 2 - 14 )> i n t n e twistor theory, one

can calculate the metric of the manifold as follows:

where

VAA> =4>A **BA> - - 4>AB XBC£cW - (AS)

In terms of f , one-forms rJ>
0Lrdx<X a n d A

AadZ*= f (-ftdf'-fidf+f

Hence the metric is:

are

2d-

... (41)

This is nothing but the metric of the effective target space



of harmonic super-field topological field theory, (eq. ( /2)),

obtained by eliminating an infinite number of auxiliary

fields, by use of equations of motion.

In conclusion, we have seen that the two-dimensional

topological field theories, which describe four-dimensional

sdelf-dual space-times(gravitational instantons) as target

spaces, which we constructed in the previous paper, are deeply

connected with Penrose's "twistor theory". Thus, our theory

provides us with an alternative approach to topological field

theory which incorporates automatically the "twistor

geometry".
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